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Toy market and trends. 

 -Sensory Toys

- Cognitive development

- Creation & Sharing 

Lego is era-

proof.
Global toy market
valued at $103.96 billion

in 2021.

5.4%

The 

with estimated value of

$14.3 Billion 
by 2028.

growth  rate is



Lego Competitors. 

2002 2022

Cost of digital advertising

constantly rising with a

lower roi.

Catalogues featuring

hedonic products have

120% higher marketing ROI  

than utilitarian products.

there is still room for a

catalogue. 

High-quality physical catalogues

with compelling narratives can

create the sensory awe that

would be hard to replicate on a

digital screen.

High-quality physical catalogues

with compelling narratives can

create the sensory awe that

would be hard to replicate on a

digital screen.

Catalogue Trends. 



 

Insight. Quote.
Children are technology obsessed. 'tHE FIRST THING THEY ASK FOR WHEN THEY GET HOME FROM SCHOOL IS THEIR IPAD'. 

pARENTS ARE NOT COMPLETELY 

CONCERNED.

'i KNOW IT'S BAD BUT THE ONLY WAY I CAN GET ON WITH MY HOUSEWORK IS WHEN

THEY'RE PLAYING FIFA'. 

pARENTS HAVE THE FINAL SAY. 
'I STOP HIM PLAYING ON his GAMES BEFORE SCHOOL AND AN HOUR BEFORE BED, 

OTHERWISE HE WOULD SPEND ALL DAY ON IT. THAT DOESNT GO DOWN WELL 

THOUGH'.
FOR PARENTS, convenience IS kEY.  

'i JUST ORDER IT (TOYS) ON AMAZON, IT MEANS I DONT HAVE TO MOVE OFF THE SOFA !'

yOUTUBE AND gAMING ARE MOST 

POPULAR.  
''SHE IS EITHER PLAYING A GAME, OR WATCHING SOMEONE ELSE PLAY A GAME'.



Current issues with the lego catalogue. 

  

Most of our parents hadn't heard

of the LEGO catalogue and know

their kid has never seen one.

WE visited various LEGO stores,

when asking for the catalogue,

staff either had no idea what it

was or it wasn't easy to get hold

of.
When we ordered the catalogue online, it did not

come for weeks and we had no update.

Overall.The awareness and

distribution of the LEGO

Catalogue are seemingly

non existent.

Kids love their

technology and all its

features,they would

play with it all day if

they could .

Parents have the

final say of how

much time they spend

on their technology.

A Catalogue with strong

imagery and narritive

will provide a better

user experience and

more salience with the

brand  .



By 6 months into the

campaign, we want 5% of 

children aged 6-10 in the UK 

to have obtained a free LEGO 

catalogue.

 

Distribution. AWARENESS. POSITIONING.
By 6 months into the 

campaign, we want to 

increase awareness from 

>1% to 8% within children 

aged 6-10.

We need to find a place in

the consumers mind to

position the Lego catalogue

within a gap in the day-to-

day life of child. This will

give them a reason to sit

and read it rather than

flick through and not touch

it again.

 
AIMS.



Target family.

child- the user.

parent- the purchaser.

(aged 6-10)



THe insight. 
We realise a catalogue

can’t compete directly

with technology. So we

want to position our

catalogue in the times

where technology is not

allowed. 

The Golden Hour - Parents will

enforce a time in the day, where

screens are put away, much to the

child's disgust. 

How do we do this? by re-

purposing the perception of

our catalogue. 

When the golden hour hits, we want

our catalogue to be the first thing

they pick up once their devices are

away. 

The golden

hour. 
The Proposition.

The Lego catalogue is more than a 

book… it is the portal

from the Lego

world.

Where so many books try to

bring you into their world,

the LEGO Catalogue will do

the opposite, it will bring the

LEGO World to you .



'UNLEASH THE LEGO WORLD.'
Our campaign.

But first...
STAFF TRAINING

IN-STORE AVAILABILITY
ONLINE AVAILABILITY

When?
July-December



bOOK MODIFCATIONS.

We're making it  3D

why? We want to enhance 

imagery to Literally  

unleash the lego world 

through 3 dimensional 

interactivity. 

3D glasses with every catalogue.

pre campaign 
3D narrative ASPECTS.

Now we have conquered Hogwarts, 

let’s move onto our next adventure, 

here is a hint… 

How do you ask a Lego Ninja to 

leave?...

Ninjago!



Tackling Awareness issue.
10 second video ad.

youtube. Cinema.
On throughout the campaign. July- August and October half term. 



lego stores.

On throughout the campiagn.t18 lego stores,t

Billboards.
July-August, October-November.



3D STREET ART

radio advert
3D street art used as a publicity

stunt to gain free media from

photo opportunities and is

advertised with radio and social

adverts.

Press play

#legounleashed



TACKLING DISTRIBUTION ISSUES. &

takeover =

August.

FSDU=

September-

December.

toy aisle takeover.

aisle fin. fsdu.
aisle 

takeover.



Billboards.

smart screens.

August, in 200 locations.t

September- December, 200 locations.t



media.



Total - £4,383,560 

MEDIA SPEND OVERVIEW.

23%

VR Experience

15%

Book Modifications

1% 

Social Media

24% 

Broadcast

20%

Tesco Partnership

17%

Out Of home

Book Modifications - £1,000,000

Social Media - £100,000

Broadcast - £1,680,000

Tesco Partnership - £1,350,000

Out of Home - £253,560

 



Impressions and reach.

Engagement rate: likes, comments,

shares, click-throughs.

YOUTUBE: Impressions and reach

 Watch-time.

Social media.

 

measure hashtag interactions of

people engaging int he art online. 

3D street art

We will send a number of catalogues to each

store to use as an indicator for success of

campaign.

 tLoyalty point statistics.

TESCO Activation:

distribution.

positioning & distribution.

kpi's.

awareness.

 

Both qualitative and

quantitative research 

recognition, perceptions ,usage

,engagement.  

awareness & positioning.



'UNLEASH THE LEGO WORLD.'


